Letter to Local Transport Today [published in full 5.3.10]

1.3.10

Dear Editor

Philip Loy [LTT 19 Feb] refers to the evidence of Scottish Transport Minister Stewart Stevenson MSP to the Scottish Parliament's Transport, Infrastructure and Climate Change Committee [LTT 5 Feb], in which the Minister found "no identifiable relationship between outcomes and expenditure" in respect of cycling investment.

Before this enters the folklore may I say that the Minister's 'evidence' on this point was utterly unconvincing, and proves absolutely nothing one way or the other. Should anyone doubt this, I refer them to the transcript of the 26 January session at
http://www.scottish.parliament.uk/s3/committees/ticc/inquiries/ActiveTravelHome.htm.

After three years of claiming, wrongly, that the Scottish Government is investing record levels in cycling, Mr Stevenson no longer offered that argument.  Perhaps he has at last read the Spokes annual survey of cycling investment in Scotland - commended by the independent Scottish Parliament Information Service SPICe as "the most comprehensive analysis of funding for Scottish cycling projects."

Instead he turned to his new argument of no identifiable relationship between outcomes and expenditure.  To the extent that his detailed reasoning could be understood, it appeared that the Minister was correlating one element of local authority cycling investment in one year with total levels of cycle use in that authority!

First, the Minister quoted Scottish local authority cycle investment per head at between 8p and ￡1.35, whereas the above Spokes survey shows average local authority cycling investment per head at around ￡2.50.  The Minister openly admitted to the Committee that his data may not include all sources of local authority cycling investment, yet based his correlation between investment and outcome on that one element - which is less than half the overall total, and which forms a very different proportion of the total in different authorities!

Second, as Committee Convener, Patrick Harvie MSP, pointed out, the per-head levels quoted by the Minister (8p-135p) are so low in comparison to successful English towns and European countries (￡10-￡20) that any clear correlation even with changes in cycling levels would be quite impressive.

Third, the Minister failed to define what he meant by outcome - but his examples suggest he was looking not at the change in cycling levels before and after the one-year investment period, but at total cycling levels in the authority!  Yet current total cycling levels in an authority are determined by local conditions and tradition and by policy and investment over a period of years - certainly not by one element of one year's investment.

Finally, the Minister did not attempt to reconcile his somewhat novel findings with the widely-known and well-researched examples of a generally positive relationship between funding and outcome - such as Pucher's comparative reports on European countries, or the English Cycling Demonstration Towns (there are some Smarter Choice initiatives in Scotland, but no Cycling Demonstration Towns).

The real point of the Minister's new argument was surely to provide a rationale for what he can no longer convincingly deny is Scotland's low and further declining level of cycling investment.  His failed correlation allowed him to say that there are now "process issues with which we must deal" - presumably before considering investment levels.  How convenient!

Total cycling investment from all main sources in Scotland, not just government, is around ￡17m - equivalent to 0.7% of the ￡2.5bn Scottish transport budget - and has been falling since the SNP took power.  Meanwhile trunk road spending is ￡233m higher for 2010/11 than in the first SNP budget.  Yet Scotland has a 'world-beating' Climate Change Act and a target that 10% of all trips will be by bike in 2020.  Surely that is the real failed correlation!

Yours Sincerely
Dave du Feu
Spokes, the Lothian Cycle Campaign, Edinburgh

